. " [O] n account of the voice, " she adds, she would always forgive him any "horrible things" he might say (182) .
Given that Woolson was clearly interested in orality not merely as an aspect of daily life and friendship but as an integral part of writing as well (in her letter to Stedman, her pen, after all, enforces listening rather than reading), it is surprising that we have not yet paid attention to the importance of orality in Woolson's most acclaimed story about female artistry, "Miss Grief. " Many critics have noted that in the story, Miss Crief first truly gains the male narrator's attention-indeed, his ear-when she recites for him a fragment of his own work. Less often but still regularly, it is also observed that she insists throughout the story that her work be listened to first and read only second. Both Paul Crumbley and Susan Williams, for example, have emphasized the story's ambivalence toward print publication, and have suggested that Aaronna Crief prizes alternative, more reciprocal modes of recognition and circulation.
1 But by and large, Aaronna's preference for oral delivery has been treated as an idiosyncrasy of her gender and authorship rather than a choice significant in and of itself, indicative of a mode of artistic expression altogether different from the one preferred by the narrator and, by extension, his literary colleagues.
2 Dorri Beam's provocative reading of "Miss Grief " illustrates this point. She proposes that Woolson "mock[s] , sometimes savagely, suppositions about the woman writer as naive, natural, and unselfconscious" by offering in Aaronna Crief something of a "feminine grotesque" (143, 141) . In other words, Aaronna's penchant for oral delivery is a sign of her (feminine) inability to take any distance from her work, her inability to comprehend or penetrate her work as opposed to merely inhabit it.
However, this interpretation reveals an anti-theatricalism as old as theater itself. Such an attitude might be expected of the narrator, espoused as he is to an evaluative process dependent on reading and print circulation. But if we as readers unequivocally accept that Woolson mocks, through Miss Crief 's careful and enthusiastic performances, the idea that female artistry is inevitably unselfconscious and undisciplined, we fall into the trap of assuming Woolson associated performance itself with a lack of control over one's work, as if it cannot be trusted faithfully to deliver the meaning of a text. Such an assumption would suggest that Woolson at least partially bought into the age-old suspicion of theater and theatricality, which associated play-acting in any form with "excess and . . . emptiness, . . . surplus [and] lack" (Davis and Postlewait 4) . 3 In fact, as I propose, Woolson shows herself interested in exploring oral performance in "Miss Grief " as a powerful, effective mode of expression through which not only to reach and affect an audience more effectively but also to negotiate the potentially unconventional nature of a woman's creative output.
There are several additional reasons, aside from the emphasis on recitation, for understanding "Miss Grief " as a serious study of what might be called a collaborative, theatricalized, and socially resonating authorship. For one, if, like the narrator, we have failed to register the auditory, tonal, live dimension of Aaronna Crief 's art, then we have also, on the most basic level, overlooked her sheer interest in playwriting. After all, her pet work, the one she insists the narrator consider above all else, and the only one she explicitly asks about on her deathbed, is a drama called Armor (noteworthy given the narrator specializes in prose). Perhaps most importantly, too little attention has been paid to the inherently dramatic nature of Miss Crief herself. As Miss Grief, or, as the narrator has it, "A Grief " (278), Woolson's protagonist anticipates an important artistic moment of the late nineteenth century: the London theater of the 1890s, in which the critical investigation of the spectacle of intense female unhappiness or discontent brought fame to the new realists of the stage and caused sensation among crowds of respectable theatergoers. 4 Accused at several points by the narrator of theatrics and a penchant for drama, Miss Grief in fact, in the way her grief forces itself into the life of the narrator and determines the plot of the story, foreshadows the controversial Ibsenite heroines of the fin de siècle stage, whose dramatized struggles brought to the fore important feminist issues disguised as everyday situations.
None of this is to suggest that Woolson herself had ambitions to be a playwright. Rioux gives no indication in her recent biography of Woolson that she ever considered writing for the stage, despite her lifelong fondness of and interest in the theater and music.
5 Neither do I want to imply that Woolson wants us to understand Aaronna Crief as one: had Aaronna wanted her play Armor to be performed for a live audience, she would have approached a stage manager or theater critic, not a writer of "little studies of society" (Woolson, "Miss Grief " 271) . It seems that whatever theatrical ambitions Crief has are to be satisfied in the private sphere of a parlor rather than in the spotlight of the stage. And yet, Woolson's protagonist is thoroughly theatrically spirited and minded. By that I mean that she not only insists, several times, on performing her work but also gauges its quality almost exclusively by way of the spectator's spontaneous reaction to it. For example, after a private reading of Armor leads the narrator to identify "glaring impossibilities in the plot" and "faults of expression and structure" (281), Aaronna's subsequent, deliberate recitation of it before him forces him momentarily to accept its flawlessness-at least as long as the performance lasts. While for the narrator this spontaneous appreciation is meaningless because it is fleeting and he believes the meaning of a text inheres in the written words on the page, for Aaronna it is precisely the moment of reception that matters. The triumph she experiences after her performance lies in the live and collaborative making of meaning, the communal process of experiencing art, the witnessing of the effect of a passage rather than the pondering over its origin. This is perhaps why Woolson also takes pains throughout the story to describe Crief less as an individual to be known and understood than as a presence to be felt and experienced-that is, not as a fully psychologized individual but as a kind of dormant medium, waiting to be animated by talk about and delivery of her work. Often, she seems a vehicle for her work more than its composer, and as a channeler of words rather than an author, Aaronna manages to free her work, even if only momentarily, of the gender associations and restrictions that might haunt the woman writer of the printed text.
Indeed, what Aaronna divines is that recitation has the power to emancipate potentially taboo topics from male readers' debilitating judgment and censorship by forcing them out into the open and offering them up for conversation.
That is precisely what happens with Armor. Kristin Comment has suggested that "Miss Grief " contains a "subversive lesbian subplot" (210) and that Armor's "disfiguring" yet unnamed "dark spots" might be "the manifestation of . . . lesbianism" in the play (Woolson, "Miss Grief " 279; Comment 211) . The title of the play, in this interpretation, is a reference to "the shield necessary in both lesbian relationships and lesbian writing" (Comment 214). As Comment argues, such a lesbian theme, while unnamable, immediately disqualifies the play for publication in the eyes of the narrator; yet, as we have seen already, when listened to, the play is not only tolerated by the narrator but also becomes even enjoyable and engaging. In performance, the emphasis shifts from style and plot to character and action, elements of composition that engender sympathy and identification rather than intellectual appreciation. Performance indeed combines two important, interconnected principles or themes that are present in Woolson's art as a whole: first, her insistence on what Rioux has called an "empathetic realism, " namely, "a concern with human connection" through the arousing of sympathy for her characters; and second, her preference for "portraying without sentimentality marginal or outcast characters struggling for the same things her readers did: love, dignity, and respect" (79). Not coincidentally, as Woolson confessed in a letter in early 1881 to Henry Mills Alden, Harper & Brothers' chief editor, on many occasions throughout her career she was "especially warned against anything that looked 'dramatic, '" against putting "matter" over "manner, " action and dialogue over style and suggestion (160). In short, I propose that Woolson in "Miss Grief " uses Aaronna Crief to test the limits-or reaches-of an actual dramatic conceptualization of her art, as seen through the suspicious eyes of an adherent of the anti-theatrical school. Such an actualization involves testing the narrator's reaction both to Aaronna's performed work and the social issues it addresses, and to her own unconventional, indeed outcast, character.
As it turns out, in combining in her protagonist a disconcertingly publicized experience of female discontent, a proclivity for theatrical expression, and an appetite for social change, Woolson leaves us with a story (first published in 1880) that prefigures a variety of artistic practices centered on and adopted by women while also offering a lens through which to understand the failure of the male artist frequently associated with its narrator. First, the story adroitly picks up on what Katherine E. Kelly has argued is the "central role played by theatrical forms of discourse in the practice of modernist sociability" (539). In the London of 1880-1914, Kelly reminds us, "theatrical performance and its variants provided a familiar and flexible form for displaying the very social life they [the avant-garde] meant to interrogate" (540). Especially "women artists, " Kelly adds, "poised between the private realm of domesticity and sentimentality and the public realm of professionalism, used theatrical and paratheatrical forms to display and critique changing expectations for women's lives" (541). 6 Woolson's protagonist clearly seeks to engage the narrator to partake in such an act of theatricalized sociability as a means to negotiate the liminality of female expression as well as to redress his own conservative and rather passive artistry. Second, "Miss Grief, " as a tale of theatrical tutelage, also throws new light on the much-analyzed literary relationship between Woolson and Henry James. If "Miss Grief, " as has been often repeated in discussions of the story, does not offer an accurate, or even plausible, prediction of the encounter between Woolson and James in the year after the story's publication, then it inadvertently does much to help explain James's own failure in the turn-of-the-century theater, where he tried unsuccessfully to gain a foothold during the final years of Woolson's life. 7 Like the narrator, who is committed to a "gentle system of noninterference" ("Miss Grief " 271), James felt distinctly uncomfortable with the new theater's explicit invitation to question some of the accepted terms of his world based on an intersubjective experience. Thus, by capturing the narrator's unnatural relationship with the theatrical aspects of Aaronna's art, Woolson's story unsettles easy analogies between women's supposed penchant for "theatrics" or "drama" and their amateurism as authoresses on the one hand and male cerebralism and "mastery" or professionalism on the other.
Miss Crief as Ibsenite Heroine
Despite the general consensus that Woolson's work as a whole provides a way of "negotiating [her] muffled restiveness and self-division . . . [and her] con-flicting impulses towards complying with, and resisting, authority" (Coulson 8) , "Miss Grief, " I argue, goes much beyond this kind of "negotiating with the cage" (8) . Aaronna Crief displays an intensity of character, an intensity of grief, that transforms her mental and emotional state into the single driving force of the story's plot and marks her character as peculiarly dramatic, especially in the context of the nineteenth-century stage. If her manner is often deferential, one cannot escape the impression that the humility, whether consciously or unconsciously, is either put on to appease the narrator or a pretext for shaming him about his disproportionate happiness and success. "Yes, you will read it, " she interrupts the narrator's early attempt at fabricating an excuse for not reading her play, adding, "Look at this room; look at yourself; look at all you have. Then look at me, and have pity" (276). The narrator may seem callous for dubbing his visitor "Miss Grief, " but he is right to see that Aaronna's grief is the single, overwhelming characteristic of her person, forcing its way into the lives of others. Ten years later, Henry James himself would identify the admirably "dramatic" character of Ibsen's play Hedda Gabler to inhere precisely in Hedda's corrosive "act[ing] on others, " in the fact that "even her most disagreeable qualities have the privilege, thoroughly undeserved doubtless, but equally irresistible, of becoming a part of the history of others" ("On the Occasion" 252). James envied Ibsen for his ability to forge what is seemingly the reverse of a dramatic situation (not human action but a human condition, human nature itself) into the theater's most dramatically promising-though controversialsubject. 8 Like many others, James admired the method but rather regretted the subject, openly wondering if it hadn't been better "to represent in [Hedda's] stead a person totally different" (251). Nevertheless, despite James's reservations, much of the new realism's success hinged on the dramatic power of the female protagonist, bent on disclosing or enacting her inmost disappointments and displeasures. 9 The intensity of Aaronna's grief, in the enigma it presents to the narrator as well as in the public form it takes, found its dark fulfillment in the controversial female heroines of Ibsenite realism. Plays like A Doll's House, Rosmersholm, Hedda Gabler, and The Master Builder (all produced on the London stage in the 1890s) feature female protagonists who, despite initial appearances, revolt against the limiting possibilities of their lives by turning destructive against others and, not infrequently, themselves. Like most of Ibsen's heroes and heroines, Aaronna Crief is introduced by Woolson at the moment of crisiscaptured or "caught, " as James put it in reference to Hedda Gabler, "ripe for her catastrophe" ("On the Occasion" 251). When we meet her at the beginning of the story, her life, in her own words, is "at a low ebb, " her visit to the narrator "her last endeavor" (Woolson, "Miss Grief " 279, 276) ; as she unasham-edly admits, she is ready to "destroy" herself on meeting with rejection (280). Moreover, Woolson's protagonist never hesitates to publicize her grief, even at the risk of estranging the last person she has sought out to help her. From the earliest opportunity, Aaronna gives voice to her discontent and pain, sharing them freely with the narrator; in her final moments, she enacts them by allowing herself to die.
In all of these ways, Woolson's story anticipates Ibsenite realism's tendency, in Peter Szondi's words, to "kill" the figures it represents. In Szondi's reading of Ibsen, the deadly fate that so often befalls the Ibsenite character is the result not only of an increasingly radical content (realism's taking up, for example, of the intensified woman question at the turn of the century) but also of an inexorable complication of form. Unable, because of restricting social conventions, to realize their urge for personal freedom or the rich interior they possess, Ibsen's characters are doomed because a private and personal experience can only be expressed through an interpersonal and impartial form. As Szondi puts it: "because he [Ibsen] tried to reveal this hidden life dramatically, to enact it through the dramatis personae themselves, he destroyed it. . . . Because he did not enclose them in a novel, because he did not leave them within their life but instead forced them to publicly declare themselves, he killed them" (17-18). One might recall here that Aaronna Crief 's own play's title is Armor, a rather Ibsenite title considering his heroines' invariable reliance on masks and metaphorical armor to suppress their inner longings and (dis)pleasures. Although Woolson's story is of course not a drama, it does also accomplish the destruction of its heroine through a formal device that is dramatic in the way Szondi imagines. By making Aaronna only accessible to us as a brief episode in someone else's life, and by thus preventing any other view of her to take shape except for the incomplete, even mystifying one arrived at by the narrator, Woolson prevents her heroine from privately negotiating her griefs with the world and instead compels her publicly to declare herself and be destroyed in the process. This inaccessibility is not to be confused with the lack of information we get about Aaronna's writing through the narrator. In other words, I am not necessarily drawing a parallel here, as Crumbley has already done, between "failed female health [and] the inadequate circulation of a print record that embodies the experiences of real women" (83). My point is merely that Woolson rallies a formal device specific to prose-the first-person protagonist narratorultimately to create a dramatic effect similar to that achieved by the domestic realism of the 1890s stage.
But the analogy between Woolson's story and the Ibsenite play goes further: the story does much to suggest in Woolson's heroine a case of female hysteria as it was to be analyzed in the new drama (dramatic realism) and the new psy-chology (Freudian psychoanalysis) of the late nineteenth century. 10 Otherwise put, the story does much to paint the narrator as someone who, borrowing language from both medical and dramatic discourses of his time, recognizes in the appearance and behavior of Aaronna the signs of hysteria and subsequently proceeds to build, systematically (though never entirely coherently or explicitly), an etiology grounding his subject's mental fragility in her writing. As in the sex problem plays of Ibsen and his English imitators, and in the narrativized case studies of Freud, the symptoms of this hysteria are faint, subdued, and only ambiguously manifest in the female body, but they are also carefully noted, accumulated, and judged by a figure of cultural authority-usually an actual physician but often also a man of position, such as a judge or, in this case, a literary man of some acclaim. As Elin Diamond has argued, one of the main spectatorial pleasures of dramatic realism derives from such "magisterial" truth-making, from the production of knowledge, the "completing [of] the narrative, " the "discovering [of] the secret" (20). In "Miss Grief, " the construction of Aaronna as hysteric is prompted not only by Aaronna's barely contained intensity of character but also, once again, by the very fact that she is observed through the eyes of a subjective male presence. The enigma of her character, in fact, quickly pushes the narrator into the role of pseudo-medical authority.
Devoid of any psychological individualization, Aaronna is a woman with a strange demeanor, an eccentric motivation, an unknown past, and an obscure present-all components of character that would have been regarded as highly suspicious in women in late Victorian England and America. Despite the narrator's thorough inquiries, he can find out nothing about Miss Crief 's origin or story aside from the information that she is American and lives alone in a poor part of town with someone he assumes is her servant (and later turns out to be her aunt). The narrator's first remarks regarding his visitor all emphasize her perceived outward "eccentric[ity]" (272), a word meant to capture not just a puzzling nonconformity but also a womanhood out of bounds. Everything about her exceeds by far the narrator's expectation of a middle-aged woman in search of an audience with himself: she is not just "persistent" in arranging a meeting but aggressive, "attack[ing] . . . his door" (273); she is not just "unattractive" but "shabby, " uncared for (273); and not just "thin" but "fearfully, " worryingly so (274). (The last detail especially calls up the pale and emaciated shapes of the fallen women of melodrama and foreshadows Hedda Gabler's thin frame and thinning hair.) Rather than trying to sell the narrator some "old lace, " she is trying to sell her skill as an "authoress" (276), and this authorship is not sentimental and conventional, as the narrator expects it to be, but full of daring and "original power" (279), two qualities that deeply impress, but also quite unsettle, the narrator. While her errand with the narrator is professional in nature, Aaronna's appeal to his opinion is also from the start presented as intensely personal, blurring the line between the private code of sentimentality and the public one of commerce and professionalism. Indeed, the desperation that shrouds Aaronna's plea leads the narrator immediately to suspect her "mad" (276), and throughout the story the narrator has great difficulty separating his visceral reactions to Aaronna's miserable plight from his professional opinion of her work.
None of these details would amount to more than a heavy-handed suggestion of a generally unnerved and unstable state of being were it not for two other, more central concerns the narrator displays about his visitor that take us right to the heart of female hysteria as it was imagined and debated during Woolson's lifetime. First, there is his concern that Aaronna practices "sensationalism" (280)-that she puts on "[c]omedy" and "tragedy, " or that, like an expert actress, she fakes her distress in order to manipulate his cooperation (274). This fear occupies the narrator from the very beginning of the story, when Aaronna stands silent before him awaiting permission to reveal the nature of her business. "I grew a little impatient, " the narrator confesses, "but I made up my mind that I would continue silent and see how long a time she would consider necessary to give due effect to her little pantomime" (274). As this reaction demonstrates, opinions on deviant female behavior and hysteria borrowed freely from the iconography of the stage: Aaronna's dishonorable intentions are imagined by the narrator precisely as theatrical fakery, dramatic deception. The narrator singles out the nonverbal part of her performance by calling it a pantomime, meaning he locates the threat of eccentricity not in what she says as much as in her gestures, like in the sensation melodramas of the first half of the nineteenth century, where the histrionics and gesticulation of a character were an audience's most important clue regarding her true motivations and identity. In this case, the narrator pauses at Aaronna's cast-down eyes and what he calls her "retreating" pose. Similarly, when she later breaks out in tears in response to his unexpected high praise of her drama, he rushes to administer an "antihysteric, " ironically his own uncontrolled conversation, and ends by concluding, "I do hate sensationalism" (280). In this popular view of hysteria, the subject was both victim and degenerate, not only prey to uncontrollable impulses but also, in the narrator's own words, a morally "weak" and "wicked" creature who could manipulate those around her to gratify unladylike inclinations (by telling the narrator, for example, that she would have killed herself had he not been willing to help her) (280).
Second, there is also the suggestion in the narrator's description of Aaronna that her writing is the depository of her unhinged, dark thoughts and thus both a symptom and cause of her hysteria. This observation takes root in the nar-rator's understanding of the essence of Aaronna's work as "unrestrained, large, vast, like the skies or the wind" (287), "fantastic, " like "the work of dreams, " full of "willful perversity, " and devoid of reason (284). All of these descriptive terms point to what Josef Breuer and Sigmund Freud, the consolidators of much of the theory and practice surrounding hysteria by the end of the nineteenth century, eventually theorized as "the hypnoid state. " Although Freud recanted this theory not long after introducing it, he initially thought that "pathenogenic or incompatible ideas were in a sense stored in the unconscious and could only be addressed and abreacted if the patient were hypnotized" (Diamond 21). In their "Preliminary Communication, " the preamble to their 1895 Studies on Hysteria, Breuer and Freud noted that "hysterics may be . . . people of the clearest intellect, strongest wills, greatest character and highest critical power. This characterization holds good of their waking thoughts; but in their hypnoid states they are insane, as we all are in our dreams" (13) . There is a distinct suggestion in "Miss Grief, " created by the narrator, that Aaronna, who possesses all of the above-mentioned intellectual powers, also possesses a secret, sick self that manifests itself in her work and at times spills over into her interactions with the narrator, not in the least during the recitations she insists on giving, which are not coincidentally described as having somewhat of a hypnotizing effect on the narrator. All of his descriptions of her work-the drama, her prose story, and her collection of poems-hint at their transgression, perversity, indeed even insanity. Especially in the topics they address (a doctor who practices euthanasia, for example), they are taboo-not suitable, so the narrator and two of his publisher friends conclude, for exposure to polite readers, in particular his own romantic interest, Isabel Abercrombie. In this alternate view of hysteria, the patient is not deliberately faking or deceiving, nor irretrievably "fallen, " but a complex creature consisting of both good and bad elements-"simultaneously innocent and guilty, pitiable but meriting severe correction" (Diamond 22) . This is precisely the attitude the narrator, from about the middle of the story, adopts with Aaronna. Openly, he admits to pitying her, but he also meets her resistance to his corrections of her work with stern rebuke. Like a doctor with his hysterical patient, the narrator treats every sign of opposition as a symptom of the disease and battles to win his victim's total collaboration and recognition of his word as authority. And a battle it is: "I worked hard, " the narrator tells us; "the perspiration stood in beads upon my forehead as I struggled with her" (281).
Sentences like the above, together with the story's later revelation that the narrator's "corrections" of Aaronna's work are in fact not executable-and therefore not corrections at all-underscore Woolson's intention to expose the narrator as an antagonist to Aaronna's cause, even if he is also her friend. The result of this attitude is that the narrator evades her efforts to treat their association as an opportunity for paratheatrical experimentation. Indeed, while the narrator labors to construct an image of Aaronna as unwilling to collaborate with him, we are invited by Woolson instead to see the narrator himself as most persistently refusing to participate in the process of art-making. This process, as understood by Aaronna (and Woolson), is not one of top-down correction, as was traditional in the practice of male literary mentorship, but instead one of collaborative, polemical, and experimental association through distinctly theatrical means such as recitation, debate, and dialogue.
"A Recognition Which Startled Me": The Power of Recitation "Miss Grief " invites us to notice and ultimately question the incompatibility of the narrator's claim that Aaronna Crief 's work contains "numerous and disfiguring . . . dark spots" and "barbarous shortcomings" with the actual and powerful effect that it has on him (279, 282). Aaronna's work causes the narrator to feel "thrilled through and through" (279); each new piece entirely absorbs him, and all together they have the effect of jolting him into "a philanthropic state very unusual with [him]" (279) . And yet, as we have seen, the narrator (consciously or unconsciously) tries to dispel this influence by gradually pathologizing Aaronna as a hysteric and treating her work as the unruly child of that hysteria. The climax of this attitude comes at the end of the story, when, in discovering Aaronna on the brink of death, the narrator assures her, by way of "a romance invented for the occasion, " that he has succeeded in publishing her work (289). "Miss Grief " ends with the narrator's self-satisfied reflection that his decision to keep Aaronna's drama in its "locked case" is the right one: "I think, " he muses, "that now she knows its faults herself, perhaps, and would not like it [its publication]" (291). The implication is, of course, that only death has been able to cure Aaronna of her "whimsies" and inexplicable resistance to revision (281). In the most negative interpretation of Woolson's narrator (which coincides with Miss Crief 's aunt's view of him), he could be seen as a glibly parasitical figure who, under the cover of a sympathetic attitude, feeds off of his victim's originality while simultaneously neutralizing the threat of that victim's competition.
There is much evidence in the story, however, that the narrator does not really think of Aaronna's writing as inherently flawed, but rather rejects it because it confronts him with a method of artistic appreciation that he is not ready or willing to accept. That is, the story suggests that Aaronna's writing does not underwhelm but in fact overwhelms the narrator. When reading Aaronna's work, he is utterly unable to put it down, sitting up "half the night" with her drama and reading all of her poems in one frenzied sitting while she sleeps in the background (279). Moreover, as explained earlier, the narrator's objections to Aaronna's work disappear one by one as she recites it for him, in part because she has a remarkable talent for oral delivery. When during their initial meeting Aaronna spontaneously recites a dialogue from one of the narrator's own pieces, she does this to such effect that the narrator concludes that "she had understood me-understood me almost better than I had understood myself " (275). During the performance, the narrator observes, "Her very voice changed, and took, although always sweetly, the different tones required, while no point of meaning, however small, no breath of delicate emphasis which I had meant, but which the dull types could not give, escaped appreciative and full, almost overfull, recognition which startled me" (275). Perhaps most surprising in this passage is the narrator's own demonstrated expertise in evaluating oral performance: he addresses various dimensions of orality-pitch, intonation, emphasis, pacing, even breath-that an ordinary listener might have missed. Thus, while the scene, especially considered from the narrator's perspective, invites us to recognize Aaronna's ideal readership of the narrator's work, it also models the narrator's own spectating skills. 11 Aaronna is no mere spokeswoman copying someone else's text; through her reciting, she has re-possessed it and delivers it in turn to an audience of her own, one she has correctly deemed up to the task of aural appreciation.
Nevertheless, the narrator displays a vehement dislike of Aaronna's penchant for reciting throughout the story, as if he experiences oral performance as a threat to textual interpretation. For example, when Aaronna insists once more, after the narrator suggests they "read" her drama to each other-to "not read it, but recite it"-the narrator bursts out angrily, "Now, Miss Crief, for what purpose did you come to me? Certainly not merely to recite: I am no stage manager" (281). Such a response in the first place reflects Victorian culture's larger, and deep-seated, disdain for and suspicion of theatricality. In this view, performance is seen as trivial(izing), mesmerizing, deceitful, even potentially dangerous. 12 Theater is thought to appeal to the senses more than the mental faculties, to demand a visceral more than reflective response. Even while the narrator of "Miss Grief " acknowledges the power of performance, he does not believe that live execution fulfills drama's potential. In fact, he behaves and talks as if it diminishes it. When Aaronna refuses merely to "read" her play but rather proposes to "recite" it, the narrator responds, "That will never do; you will recite it so well that we shall see only the good points, and what we have to concern ourselves with now is the bad ones" (281). The narrator is fixated, therefore, on the durable text, imagining the recipient of Aaronna's art to be not a real spectator but an idealized reader-a highly discerning, sensitive, sophisticated man of letters who will not, even if her work exhibits originality and force, forgive her the slightest impairment of form.
The absurdity of this situation-that the same piece of text can be called flawed in one manner of consumption (reading) but near perfect in another (listening)-goes to the heart of one of Woolson's most deep-seated frustrations as a woman artist, namely, that her work was often criticized on style or form, as if any one element of literary composition can be penetrated independently or isolated from the others to be fixed. As Rioux has thoroughly documented, Woolson found throughout her career that her writing, with its preference for unusual subjects, strong characters, vivid dialogue, and ambitious plotlines, differentiated her from other women writers yet did not earn her the right to equal critical treatment from the literary establishment (93-95). Woolson had in fact consciously cultivated a rather coarse, abrupt style because she believed, as she wrote to Paul Hamilton Hayne in 1875, "Women run too much into mere beauty at the expense of power" (36). But since her work, she realized early in her career, would always be judged as the work of a woman, her "freshness, originality, & real artistic power, " her "'grit, ' vigor, and almost manly verve, " as Hayne put it, would also always mark her an outsider within her own sex rather than ensure her entrance into the world of male authors (qtd. in Hubbell 716-17). This double standard was brought home most keenly when Woolson read the reviews of her first and only attempt at publishing a verse drama, Two Women: 1862, which came out in 1877. One reviewer, while admiring it as a "powerful piece of writing, " concluded that Woolson's "versification is not very smooth. We should have liked it better in the form of one of the author's remarkable prose tales" ("Review 1" 9). Perhaps more painfully for Woolson, a reviewer for Appleton's "determined, " as Rioux summarizes, "that the flaws of Two Women emanated not from 'insufficient culture' . . . but from the artist's impulse to disdain convention and let the 'force of feeling . . . cover up the awkward phrase, the prosaic allusion'" (129). In other words, reviewers accused Woolson of a stereotypically feminine flaw-lack of control and discipline-when Woolson had in fact deliberately crafted her style to support her material. And yet, style is judged separately from substance, as if it can also be consumed separately from substance. It is this overly rigid and narrow interpretation of the literary text that Woolson seeks to address in "Miss Grief " by having the narrator experience two radically different reactions to the same text.
Additionally, the story uses recitation as a means of debunking the very idea, so dear to the narrator, of the fixed, stable, ideal reader. Miss Crief clearly sees recitation, which offers the aural dimensions of performance without the additional distractions of scenery, costume, and histrionics, as an opportunity to invite a spontaneous (yet still reflective) interaction with a work. 13 However, the narrator, in refusing to entertain the possibility that "flaws" that disappear upon reciting are not necessarily flaws at all, places ideal reader and real spectator in an irreconcilable opposition, effectively (and uncannily) embodying the attitude that would come to overshadow Henry James's endeavors as a playwright.
14 In a letter written on the eve of his dramatic years, James reasserted his faith in what he called his "private religion": the faith that "[o]ne has always a 'public' enough if one has an audible vibration-even if it should only come from one's self " (letter to William James 300). The writer of this credo is clearly a man who still believes, as James did in 1884, in the "absoluteness of taste, " in the seamless overlap between a skilled artist's sensibility and a discriminating, timeless readership for whom he aims to write the perfect work (James, "Art" 16). But throughout his dramatic period, James in fact came to replace this precious vision of ideal readership with its complete opposite. "Forget not, " he half-mockingly, half-seriously wrote to his publisher William Heinemann in the midst of his theatrical struggles, "that you write for the stupid-that is, that your maximum of refinement must meet the minimum of intelligence of the audience-the intelligence, in other words, of the biggest ass it may conceivably contain" (14-15). Unlike William Archer, the influential Scottish theater critic and Ibsen enthusiast who announced in 1891 that the advent of Ibsen's "literary drama" to the starved London stage "has proven that the living, actable, acted modern drama is capable of appealing to the artistic intelligence as powerfully as the novel, or any other art-form" (667), James often held that the world of theater was full of "vulgarity and illiteracy" (qtd. in Edel 44). To James, this audience was simply incapable of providing the "audible vibration" that would lead the aspiring playwright to certain success, a belief that prevented him from an open and unconstrained attitude toward the stage.
Woolson's narrator clearly shares James's ambivalent relationship to the theater's theatrical side. His distrust of his own reaction to Aaronna's recitations embodies James's obsession, throughout his dramatic period, with describing the interpretative shortcomings of theater audiences as well as his uncomfortable recognition that material performance adds an almost tangible communicative dimension to the theatrical event. Both the narrator and James seem to realize rather acutely that dramatization requires a kind of "play" that, in HansGeorg Gadamer's words, "takes places 'in between'" the staged drama and perceiving spectator. Indeed, Gadamer argues, "it is not really the absence of a fourth wall that turns the play into a show. Rather, openness toward the spectator is part of the closedness of the play. The audience only completes what the play as such is" (109). But the fact that Aaronna's recitations render the theat-rical event less a closed-off spectacle to be looked at from without and more "a space of inclusion in which the spectator too participates" greatly disturbs the narrator (Ackerman 212). What he objects to above all, and what proved an insurmountable difficulty for James, is performance's power to engender sympathies surpassing, even nullifying, those established through reading. Performance, in other words, invites and sometimes even demands identification, the process through which spectators compare their lives to the ones presented by the speakers. Certainly, in the artistic milieu of the London avant-garde that Kelly describes, this practice was an indispensable part of the many theatrical and paratheatrical events organized, where it was the norm to use "the performed nature of these exchanges to purchase self-scrutiny, social validity, and political advocacy" (540).
The distaste of Woolson's narrator for reciting, then, seems only partially rooted in a preference of style over substance (his own explanation); it additionally betrays a reluctance to engage in the conversation (and perhaps even conversion) that may follow. Throughout the story, the narrator suggests that most of his objections to Aaronna's work are related to execution and form, or what he calls faults of "expression and structure" (281). " [W] riters, " he explains, "are as apt to make much of the 'how, ' rather than the 'what, ' as painters, who, it is well known, prefer an exquisitely rendered representation of a commonplace theme to an imperfectly executed picture of even the most striking subject" (279). But the narrator's uneasiness with and disapproval of Aaronna's work is the result not only of "imperfect execution" but also of the choice of subject. Take, for instance, the narrator's objection to Aaronna's prose story, whose plotline as seen through the eyes of the narrator is worth quoting at length:
The story was that of a profligate and commonplace man forced [,] . . . in order not to break the heart of a dying girl who loves him, to live up to a high imaginary ideal of himself which her pure and mistaken mind has formed. . . . Her long, slow decline and happy death, and his own inward ennui and profound weariness of the role he has to play, made the vivid points of the story. So far, well enough, but here was the trouble: through the whole narrative moved another character, a physician of tender heart and exquisite mercy, who practiced murder as a fine art, and was regarded (by the author) as a second Messiah! This was monstrous. Note immediately the parenthetical "(by the author)": the qualifi cation serves precisely to isolate the author of the piece in her moral sympathies, for fear a reader might confuse them with the narrator's own. Th ere is, in other words, active resistance on the narrator's part to taking on the author's view of the doctor in the story as "tender-hearted" and "merciful"; the idea of (self)-assisted death appalls him. Such resistance is not surprising considering the narrator's earlier expressed disgust at the idea of Aaronna's willingness to kill herself in the case of rejection (280). But it is also not surprising considering his role in Miss Crief 's own death. Th e story strongly suggests that the narrator's failure to cultivate any outside interest in Aaronna's work hastens, perhaps even decides, her death; yet the narrator cannot use his own experience to adjust his perspective on the themes of the story (nor can he, we will see, use the story to illuminate his own actions later).
Indeed, the narrator fails to receive Aaronna's prose story in the way she had hoped and intended, namely, as an active participant rather than a passive (and resistant) consumer. As has been often remarked, the narrator wants to make Aaronna's work his own, not in the creative way she has done with his work by reciting it, but by conventionalizing it, making it palatable for a general public. He wants to make her his Grief, a patronizing gesture common to the literary culture of the time that Miss Crief has already rejected by deliberately taking the "Mon" out of her pen name. The narrator discovers Aaronna's real name, Moncrief, only after she has died, but even then he continues to refer to her tellingly as "my poor dead, 'unavailable, ' unaccepted, 'Miss Grief '" (291; emphasis added). He never, however, gives himself over to the process of self-reflection that Aaronna's story has the potential to ignite. The narrator is a discerning and professional reader, yet he fails to recognize the similarities between his own life and that described in the prose piece quoted from above. Aside from the parallels between himself and the doctor figure, in more ways than one, he is also the "commonplace man" who only in appearance "lives up to a high imaginary ideal of himself " in order to "not to break the heart of a dying girl. " He is both "weary" of the part he has to play and ensures-through verbal manipulation-his admirer's "happy death. " Take away the romantic dimension of the story, and it rather uncannily describes the plot of "Miss Grief " itself. Such ignorance, then, can perhaps be brought back to the narrator's refusal to allow Aaronna to recite the story. Not accidentally, the prose piece is the only piece that the narrator does not hear performed, allowing him to foreclose the possibility of identification as well as the possibility for debate. As has been well recorded, the first Ibsen performances in London generated fierce debate and discussions among female audience members, but they also made possible new identifications: "Hedda, " one woman famously proclaimed, "is all of us" (Robins 18). Similarly, while Aaronna is suggested to believe in the revolutionary potential of identification-in its capacity to bring about change in the world by forging new allegiances and clearing away prejudice-it finally becomes clear that the depth of the narrator's resistance to giving himself up to the recitation of Aaronna's work is an exact measure of how much it can teach him something radically new about himself. 15 He therefore never realizes or acknowledges his guilty participation in Aaronna's tragic fate. Rather, he maintains and secures what he at the beginning of the story describes as his precious, anti-theatrical "gentle system of non-interference" (271).
In an important sense, Aaronna's fate is the result of her tragic miscalculation of the narrator's willingness to exert his professional influence in the publishing world on her behalf. In a time when "the lives of women as vehicles of the 'new' were the subject of intense debate" (Kelly 547), female artists had to make calculated choices about whom they enlisted in their quest for publication as well as how they chose to associate with such persons. As Kelly explains, female playwriting in the nineteenth century required the practice of a sociability that operated on a continuum within both the public and the private spheres of activity-one that bridged the codes of sentimental domesticity governing women's behavior and those of the male-dominated, commercially driven world of literary (and theatrical) production (541). A case in point is Elizabeth Robins, a celebrated London-based actress who managed to publish and stage the controversial Ibsenite play Alan's Wife, treating the subject of infanticide, at J. T. Grein's Independent Theatre in 1893. While this was a significant accomplishment, it bears remembering, as Kelly tells us, that Robins only succeeded in her endeavor by secretly collaborating with a married and wellpositioned friend, Lady Florence Bell, who financed the operation; by accepting the rather overwhelming guidance and counsel of William Archer; by agreeing (on Archer's strong recommendation) to publish anonymously; and finally by enlisting Grein to secure a license for the play (by omitting the infanticide scene from the submitted typescript). In all of these separate instances of sociability, private and public concerns are to various degrees traversed in the service of a shared understanding of an audience both "elite" and eager to see something new and radical.
In a strikingly similar-if much less tangled and complicated-way, Woolson's female protagonist seeks out the narrator because she suspects an underlying desire in him to write for a more discriminating, sophisticated audience. We can deduce this from her choice of scene from the narrator's work when she first recites for him-the narrator's own "favorite" and one, as he proudly remembers, with a "higher purpose, " one "aimed not at the balconies and lighted windows of society, but straight up towards the distant skies" (275). She suspects, therefore, the presence of a kindred soul in the narrator and gambles that he will use his professional as well as social standing within the literati community in order to advance her interest. This suspicion, however, proves to be a misjudgment of the narrator's traditionalist and conservative side: while he dutifully sends off Aaronna's prose story to two of his publisher friends, he barely goes out of his way to ensure its publication. That is, whereas his missive includes a letter "making a strong plea for admittance" (286), the narrator does not resort, as Robins's acquaintances decidedly did, to more creative and convincing ways to guarantee success. The story demonstrates the narrator's capacity for underhanded methods in dealing with people (most notably in his lie invented as Aaronna lies on her deathbed). He simply chooses not to exercise it when it comes to advancing her interest in the marketplace.
Miss Grief's Theatrical Tutelage
Th e end of the story fi rmly returns the narrator to familiar habits of literary consumption and appreciation. When, aft er Miss Crief 's death, he tells us he has "locked" her play in a case, to "keep" during his lifetime and to destroy aft er his own death, the eff ect is to reduce Armor to a text, a manuscript whose words are forever stuck on the page (291). He eff ectively de-animates it: in its case and with only the narrator as occasional reader, the drama will forever be without a public readership or audience, without a body in print, without representation onstage or in parlor. And yet, even in this (rather dramatic) moment of closure, Woolson reminds us of the contagious and, to echo a term used by Crumbley, "reciprocal" power of theatrical sociability (93). Th ere is something about the way the narrator hermetically seals Armor in a box that marks it as precisely more than a mere manuscript; it is almost as if the narrator fears that its power is infectious, its eff ect transmittable upon contact. Perhaps, indeed, the narrator can now hear it without even opening it, which might explain his urge to lock it in a box. Perhaps, too, Aaronna has died "fully happy, " as she herself states, because she has died knowing that she has permanently secured an audience in the narrator-an audience that, moreover, was inspired by her own physical presence and example to "tell" his own original story that left even the critical Miss Crief "satisfi ed" (289). Having witnessed the high standards of recitation Miss Crief upheld throughout the story, we can safely assume the narrator has come to display a similar gift for delivery. Th us, even while Woolson's story ends with acts of enclosure and silencing, there are also cautious signs that a theatrical tutelage of sorts has taken place: that Aaronna Moncrief 's grief has forced the narrator to recognize-even if only privately-a new system of artistic appreciation that off ers a reverberating alternative to the one in which he remains stuck.
As she grew older, Woolson felt increasingly depressed and isolated because her deafness progressively prevented her from being or obtaining a live audience. In what Rioux calls "the most revealing letter to have survived on how her hearing loss was plunging her into a silent world" (261), Woolson relates to her loyal friend Francis Boott the miserable experience of sitting in the audience for a performance of Henry James's play The American without being able to hear a "single line of dialogue" (261): "To be sitting between K. Loring [Katharine Loring, Alice James's life-long companion] and H.J. [Henry James] , to be unable to hear either a word they were saying, or a word that was uttered on the stage, was hard" (qtd. in Rioux 261). What stands out in Woolson's description, a pattern that returns again and again in her writing, is that she privileges conversation about the play over the play itself. The moment tragically captures Woolson's belief in the collaborative making of meaning as a result of the sharing of art as an oral practice, and what is lost when that becomes impossible. In the same way, "Miss Grief " showcases what we can lose when we dismiss what we hear in favor of a more private and soundproof enjoyment of art-what we might fail to forgive, or understand, when we do not take the voice into account. Notes 1. Crumbley's argument focuses on gift exchange as an alternative form of circulation, while Williams investigates the allure and dangers of amateurism for women writers.
2. Williams, for example, sees Miss Crief 's powers of reciting as a sign of her "prophetical authorship" but does not comment on the importance of the declamatory form this authorship takes (185).
3. For a brief summary of anti-theatricalism across history and cultures, see Davis and Postlewait, 4. By "new realism" I mean specifically the advent of Henrik Ibsen's plays to the London stage as well as the concomitant production there of Ibsenite plays by English playwrights (such as A. W. Pinero and Henry Arthur Jones). Ibsen's and the Ibsenites' plays are often also referred to as "psychological realism" or the new "sex problem plays. " While dramatic realism is obviously not limited to Ibsen (and includes practitioners like Alexandre Dumas fils and Émile Augier in France, Anton Chekhov in Russia, and George Bernard Shaw in Ireland and England), Ibsen is often called the father of dramatic realism as well as modern theater.
5. Rioux notes that Woolson's family greatly enjoyed staging private theatricals in the home parlor (22). Additionally, in one of her first assignments as a reporter for a major newspaper, Woolson produced a series of letters for the Herald about New York and its cultural scene. Reviews of music and theater filled her letters, revealing a keen enthusiasm and critical eye and ear for performance (65) (66) (67) .
